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A SYMPOSIUM
COMPUTERIZED CRIMINAL JUSTICE INFORMATION
SYSTEMS: A RECOGNITION OF
COMPETING INTERESTS
FOUR ARTICLES PREPARED IN CONNECTION WITH
AN ORAL SYMPOSIUM
PREFACE
T HE BOARD OF EDITORS of the Villanova Law Review is
pleased to publish four articles reflecting several of the views
developed during an oral symposium held on March 19, 1977 at
Villanova University School of Law under the joint sponsorship of
the Student Bar Association and the Law Review.
The papers written by Mr. Beaser and Professor Caine are
essentially transcriptions of their presentations to the Symposium
supplemented by documentation and altered where necessary to
accommodate the written form. The paper written by Professor
Weinstein was developed from his remarks to the Symposium. The
paper by Mr. Madden and Ms. Lessin of the Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration, written after the oral symposium, is the
product of a request by the Law Review and represents the
individual opinions from a law enforcement perspective.
Editor's Note on Citations: The Superintendent of Documents
classification number (Sup. Doc. No.) has been added parenthetically
whenever possible to facilitate location of source material. See
Author's Note, 22 VILL. L. REV. 418 (recommendation of Joseph A.
Dworetsky).
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